Lorem Ipsum Dolor
[Insert Date]

Cover Page:
Glue cream solid paper to the book, 10¼” x 5 ¾” add design grey chevron paper them the two banners and the word baby
them grey square and the scallop cream piece the ovals pieces and the Elephant exactly picture shows, finally add the bottoms.

Duis Sed Sapien

Nunc Et Orci

Page 1:
Glue the grey piece to the book the corrugate piece with the Die cut and the
stamp piece.
Page 2:
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Glue the yellow design piece them the double folding grey frame 6”x 5 ¼”
Decorate with the card and little Elephant.
Build pocket and decorate with the stamping piece.
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A. Aenean elit.

B. Lorem ipsum.

C. Vestibulum quam.

Nulla facilisi.
Mauris laoreet aliquet mi.
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D. Quisque Viverra
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E. Suspendisse congue.
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F. Nulla quis sem.
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Donec Vitae Sem
In hac habitasse platea dictumst.

Page 3:
Glue yellow dots paper 5 ½” x 7” and the little square just have to create a holder for the folding grey 4” x 6” frame decorate with the cards.
Page 4:
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Glue the chevron 10 ¼” x 5 ¾” grey paper to the book put together the folding frames 4” x 4” and decorate like picture show.
Remember to distress the pages …

A. Vestibulum quam.

B. Nulla quis sem.

C. Cras et sem.

D. Vivamus eu turpis.
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B. Curabitur.

C. Praesent ante.
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Page 5:
Glue the folding piece 10” x 5” just the small part add the three grey frames one 6” x 4” inches and two frames 4 ½” x 5” decorate.
Page 6:
Glue the grey design paper to the glue and the folding frame just glue the folding parts to create a pocket for the tags, decorate with the yellow
dots paper, decorate the two small tags with the stamped pieces and glue to the two 9 ¾” x 4” the big grey tags.
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Pages: 7:
Glue the folding natural color to the book to create a extra page inside just add three grey frames two 4” x 4” inches to the book and
the 4” x 6” to the back pf the extra page, decorate with the stamp pieces MOM & DAD.
Page 8,9,10,11,12 and 13.
Step 1: Cut the natural paper 12 pieces 6” x 6” inches fold to 4 ½” you have to create 12 pieces 6” x 4 ½” folding pieces glue just
the 1 ½” part to the book.
Step: Decorate with the cut months cards and with the designer lines papers.

